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Review
Glossary

Attentional template: working memory representation of a current search goal

that is activated before search and is assumed to control subsequent

attentional guidance and selection processes.

Baseline shift: sustained increase in the baseline activity of neurons that are

selective for a task-relevant feature or object during the preparation phase of

visual search.

Feature-based attention: allocation of selective attention to specific task-

relevant visual features. During the guidance phase of visual search, feature-

based attention is reflected by a task-dependent modulation of feature-

selective activity in the visual cortex that operates in a spatially global fashion

across the visual field.

Position-dependent representation: representation of visual information with-

in a spatial coordinate frame that is defined by the position of a visual stimulus
How do we localise and identify target objects among
distractors in visual scenes? The role of selective atten-
tion in visual search has been studied for decades and
the outlines of a general processing model are now
beginning to emerge. Attentional processes unfold in
real time and this review describes four temporally and
functionally dissociable stages of attention in visual
search (preparation, guidance, selection, and identifica-
tion). Insights from neuroscientific studies of visual at-
tention suggest that our ability to find target objects in
visual search is based on processes that operate at each
of these four stages, in close association with working
memory and recurrent feedback mechanisms.

Introduction
In visual environments where multiple objects compete for
attention, the challenge is to find relevant information and
to ignore objects and events that are unrelated to current
task goals (Figure 1). Many studies of visual spatial atten-
tion (see Glossary) have investigated how prior knowledge
about the position of target objects in the visual field
facilitates behavioural performance and neural processing
[1,2]. However, the fundamental problem for visual search
is the absence of precise advance information about target
locations. In many laboratory-based visual search tasks,
target locations are determined randomly on each trial and
are therefore completely unpredictable. In real-world
search, attention may benefit from contextual spatial in-
formation (e.g., kitchen knives are typically found on
kitchen counters), but the exact locations of target objects
remain unknown. To understand our ability to find known
target objects at uncertain locations, it is useful to consider
how attentional processes in visual search operate in real
time. Based primarily on neuroscientific studies of atten-
tion in the human and monkey brain, this review describes
four successive stages of attentional selectivity in visual
search (Figure 2). Each of these stages performs a specific
function and each is characterised by a particular neural
signature. Within this framework, ‘attention’ is not seen as
a single functionally and anatomically distinct control
system, but as emerging from the coordinated operation
of a set of neurocognitive mechanisms in real time.
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Preparation
Search starts by deciding which object or feature to look for
and representing this search goal in memory. William
James [3] believed that such preparatory ‘images in the
mind’ are the single most important aspect of selective
attention. Representations of search goals in working
memory (attentional templates [4]) can be activated before
the relevant visual scene is physically present and are
assumed to control subsequent stages of the search process
in a goal-directed fashion [5,6].

How are James’s images in the mind implemented at
the neural level? The sensory recruitment model of work-
ing memory (Box 1) suggests that visual target objects for a
search task are represented in posterior visual–perceptual
brain regions. There is indeed evidence that visual cortical
areas are activated in a goal-selective fashion during the
preparation phase of visual search. The activity of neurons
in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex that selectively respond
to a particular object is enhanced in a sustained fashion
while monkeys prepare to find this object in an upcoming
search display (Figure 3A) and such preparatory ‘baseline
shifts’ of neural activity may reflect an activated attention-
al template [7]. Similar target-selective preparatory acti-
vation patterns have been found in human event-related
potential (ERP) and functional MRI (fMRI) experiments
[8–14]. Some fMRI studies have demonstrated increased
activity in colour- or motion-selective visual areas when
observers prepare for targets defined in these dimensions
[9–11]. Others have found more globally distributed
on the retina (retinotopic representation) or in the external world (spatiotopic

representation).

Position-invariant representation: visual representation that is not sensitive to

the position of the represented stimulus on the retina or in the external world.

Spatial attention: allocation of selective attention to specific locations within

the visual field. During the selection phase of visual search, spatial attention is

reflected by spatially specific processing enhancements for candidate target

objects at particular locations.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.tics.2014.05.005&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2014.05.005
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Figure 1. Finding target objects in crowded visual environments is a complex achievement. When looking for directions to the Central Line in a busy London Underground

station, attention has to be allocated to goal-relevant stimuli (such as the distinctive red colour code of the Central Line or the letter string ‘Central’) while other visual

signals have to be ignored.
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goal-sensitive activation patterns in the visual cortex dur-
ing the preparation of search for specific target shapes [12]
or for target object categories in real-world visual scenes
(e.g., people, cars, houses, faces [13,14]). The exact locus of
preparatory activity patterns within the visual processing
hierarchy may depend on the nature of the current search
goal [12], with lower-level visual areas responsible for
representing simple target features [15] and higher-level
regions involved in the preparation for more abstractly
defined targets [13].

Although the existence of goal-selective activity modu-
lations in the visual cortex during the preparation phase is
well documented, it remains unclear whether these mod-
ulations causally affect subsequent stages of visual search.
Correlations between the target selectivity of preparatory
prestimulus activation patterns in the visual cortex and
the quality of subsequent target detection performance
[10,12–14,16] suggest that preparatory modulations of
visual activity might indeed act as attentional templates
that are causally involved in the control of visual search.
However, this conclusion is by no means universally ac-
cepted [17–19]. When the location of targets is uncertain,
target-selective visual activation patterns elicited during
the preparation for visual search should represent search
goals in a position-independent fashion (Box 1). Although
spatially global working memory representations do exist
in the visual cortex [15], the question of whether prepara-
tory goal-selective patterns of visual activity are generally
position-invariant and whether this is a necessary require-
ment for their role as attentional templates remains to be
systematically addressed.

In line with the involvement of the prefrontal cortex in
visual working memory (Box 1), preparatory activation
patterns that are sensitive to current task goals have also
been observed in prefrontal areas [13,20,21]. These effects
may be linked to top-down aspects of attentional prepara-
tion, with the prefrontal cortex controlling target-selective
preparatory modulations of visual activity, but could also
reflect explicit representations of search goals. Because
many object representations in the prefrontal cortex are
position-invariant, they could act as location-independent
preparatory attentional templates that control subsequent
stages of visual search when no precise spatial information
about target locations is available.

Guidance
Whereas preparation occurs before the arrival of visual
input, guidance and selection operate once a search display
has been encountered. Models of visual search [22–24]
assume that information about the presence of task-rele-
vant features is accumulated in parallel (guidance) and is
then used to control the allocation of spatial attention to
527



Box 1. The functions of working memory during visual

search

Working memory is responsible for the active retention of task-

relevant information that is not currently available to sensory

perception. Classic accounts of working memory [72] postulate

specialised stores for different types of information and a central

role of the prefrontal cortex during working memory storage. The

sustained activation of prefrontal neurons during memory main-

tenance [73,74] is in line with this hypothesis. However, it has

recently become evident that posterior visual areas are also

activated when visual information is memorised [63,75]. In ERP

studies, a sustained posterior CDA is observed during visual

working memory maintenance and this component is sensitive to

memory load and individual differences in working memory

capacity [58,76]. The emerging ‘sensory recruitment’ model of

visual working memory claims that brain areas involved in visual

perception are also the primary locus for the short-term storage of

visual information, whereas the prefrontal cortex performs more

generic top-down control functions [77,78].

Working memory plays different roles in the preparation and

object identification phases of visual search. During preparation,

working memory holds a representation of the current search goal

(attentional template). During the identification stage, representa-

tions of selected objects are maintained in working memory and

compared with search goals. These two functions differ markedly in

terms of their capacity. Whereas approximately three or four items

can be simultaneously maintained in working memory [79], there is

evidence that only a single attentional template can be active at any

given moment [6,80,81]. This discrepancy suggests qualitative

differences between the attentional template and object mainte-

nance functions of visual working memory. Maintenance is based

on spatially selective enhancements of object representations in the

visual cortex (‘attention directed at internal representations’ [82])

that are sustained by recurrent feedback mechanisms [60]. Indivi-

dual differences in working memory capacity are therefore closely

linked to differences in the ability to select and maintain multiple

spatially specific object representations [83]. By contrast, prepara-

tory attentional templates should be position-independent, because

target locations are uncertain in visual search, and subsequent

feature-based attentional guidance mechanisms operate in parallel

across the visual field. Many object representations in prefrontal

cortex areas are position-invariant and spatially global representa-

tions of memorised visual features also exist in the visual cortex

[15]. If attentional templates are based on position-invariant or

spatially global representations of search targets, the observation

that these templates are strongly capacity-limited suggests that only

one position-invariant representation can be active during the

preparation stage of visual search.

Prepara�on

Representa�on of search goals
(a�en�onal templates)

in working memory

Goal-selec�ve neural
ac�va�on pa�erns in visual
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Guidance
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of task-relevant features

Spa�ally global task-dependent
modula�on of visual ac�vity

(feature-based a�en�on)

Selec�on

Alloca�ng visual processing
resources to candidate target
objects at specific loca�ons
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of visual responses to
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Iden�fica�on

Maintaining selected objects
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Figure 2. A four-stage model of selective attention in visual search. Preparation, guidance, selection, and identification represent four successive stages of attentional

processing. Each of these stages performs a specific cognitive function (red boxes) and each stage is characterised by a particular set of processes at the neural level

(blue boxes).
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possible target objects (selection). When target locations
are uncertain, guidance processes may operate globally
across the entire visual field.

A plausible neural basis of spatially global attentional
guidance in visual search has been identified in studies of
feature-based attention. When monkeys search for target
events defined by a particular feature (such as orientation
or motion direction), neurons in visual areas V4 or the
middle temporal (MT) cortex that are selective for this
task-relevant feature increase their activity, whereas neu-
rons with opposite feature preferences are inhibited
[25,26]. Critically, these activity modulations are also
elicited in response to stimuli at task-irrelevant unattend-
ed locations (Figure 3B), suggesting that feature-based
attention is a spatially global phenomenon. During search
for colour- or shape-defined target objects, V4 neurons that
prefer target-defining features increase their activity when
a target object is present in their receptive field, even when
monkeys fixate elsewhere, fail to detect the target, and
shift gaze to another object [27]. Such observations under-
line the fact that feature-based attention operates in par-
allel across the visual field, independent of the current
focus of spatial attention. Analogous spatially global fea-
ture-based attentional modulations of visual activity have
been found in human electrophysiological and fMRI experi-
ments [28–30]. When observers attend to target features in
one visual hemifield, objects in the other irrelevant hemi-
field elicit enhanced visual responses when their features
match the features that are currently task relevant.

Because feature-based attentional modulations of visu-
al processing operate in a spatially global fashion, they can
provide guidance signals for the subsequent allocation of
spatial attention to candidate target objects. Models of
visual attention [18,24] postulate that during the parallel
analysis of visual input, processing is selectively weighted
in favour of target-defining features. The neural mecha-
nisms of feature-based attention can implement such task-
dependent attentional biases in a spatially global fashion
across the visual field. Feature-based attentional guidance
is not necessarily limited to simple visual attributes such
as orientation, colour, or movement direction, but can also
operate in a spatially global fashion when search goals are
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Figure 3. Neural correlates of preparation (A) and guidance (B) during visual search. (A) Stimulus set-up used by Chelazzi et al. [7] during a memory-guided visual-search

task (top panel) and neural responses recorded in monkey inferior temporal cortex (IT) during the preparation phase (bottom panel). Monkeys remembered a target object

presented at the start of each trial during a delay period and moved their eyes to the location of this target in the subsequent search display. When the target object was an

effective stimulus for a particular IT neuron, an initial transient sensory response was followed by a sustained increase (baseline shift) of neuronal activity throughout the

preparation period. Reproduced, with permission, from [7]. (B) Top: Stimulus set-up used by Martinez-Trujillo and Treue [25]. Monkeys attended to the direction of moving

dots in one visual hemifield and ignored another set of dots in the opposite hemifield that moved in the same direction (‘attend to direction’). In a baseline condition, they

attended to the central fixation spot and ignored both dot arrays (‘attend to fix spot’). Bottom: Response of a middle temporal cortex (MT) neuron with a receptive field on

the unattended dot array. Attention to a specific movement direction in the opposite visual field increased the neural response to the unattended movement when it

matched the preferred movement of this neuron, whereas attention to the opposite (‘null’) direction produced inhibition. Reproduced from [25], as printed in [33].
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more abstractly defined, such as during search for target
objects from a particular target category in real-world
visual scenes [31]. If guidance depends on the mechanisms
of feature-based attention, the fact that visual features
differ considerably in their ability to guide spatial atten-
tion [32] could be related to systematic differences in the
ability of these features to produce task-dependent spa-
tially global modulations of visual activity during the
guidance phase of visual search.

Feature-based attentional guidance mechanisms are
likely to be closely linked to the processes that operate
during the preceding preparation stage. If preparatory
goal-selective baseline shifts of visual activity operate in a
position-independent  fashion, they could be directly re-
sponsible for the emergence of spatially global feature-
based attention effects during the parallel processing of
visual input. For example, spatially global working mem-
ory representations of target features [15] may remain
active after search display onset, resulting in feature-
selective modulations of sensory responses across the
visual field. The observation that feature-based attention
effects can spread to currently empty regions of visual
space [30] suggests that preparation and guidance might
interact in this way. In addition, top-down signals from
position-invariant representations of search targets in the
prefrontal cortex to visual areas may also play a role in the
control of feature-based attention [33]. Despite such close
functional links between preparation and guidance, these
two stages are not only temporally distinct (i.e., one oper-
ates before and the other after the onset of visual stimu-
lation) but are also functionally dissociable. For example,
preparation is not followed by feature-selective attention-
al guidance processes when search displays without any
target-matching features are encountered. The reverse
scenario (guidance without corresponding preparation)
is realised when attention is guided towards salient visual
529
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events irrespective of or even contrary to current selection
intentions [34].

Selection
Feature-based attentional guidance highlights the pres-
ence of target-defining features and this information can
then be employed to select candidate target objects. Be-
cause representations in the visual cortex are position-
dependent [35], objects compete for representational space
in cortical maps [36]. In this context, ‘selection’ can be
defined as the emergence of spatially specific biases in
favour of one or more objects at particular locations within
these maps. The transition from guidance to selection is
therefore marked by the transition from feature-selective
activation patterns that are triggered in a spatially global
fashion across the visual field to spatially specific modula-
tions of neural responses to potentially task-relevant
objects. In contrast to the common assumption that spatial
attention is generally faster than attention for features
[37,38], feature-based attention should precede spatial
Box 2. The role of recurrent feedback processes in visual

search

Visual processing does not operate in a strictly hierarchical bottom-

up fashion, with lower-level visual areas representing simple

features at specific locations projecting to neurons at higher levels

that progressively encode more complex properties of visual

objects in a position-invariant fashion. Such feedforward connec-

tions are accompanied by parallel feedback projections from higher

to lower levels of the visual processing hierarchy [35]. This recurrent

architecture allows top-down control signals to modulate visual

processing in a flexible task-dependent fashion [84]. According to

the Reverse Hierarchy Theory [85], visual input is transmitted in

parallel to a high level of processing where complex visual

properties and object categories are represented. Information about

the presence of potentially task-relevant objects is then fed back to

lower visual areas where a detailed analysis of these objects occurs.

Recurrent feedback plays a central role in the object selection and

identification stages of visual search [86,87]. During identification,

recurrent feedback loops between higher-level control regions and

the visual cortex are responsible for the maintenance of spatially

selective representations of possible target objects in visual working

memory [59,60]. During the preceding selection stage, the initial

transient activation of these representations is triggered by

recurrent signals from control regions such as the FEFs [43,48]

where the locations of task-relevant features are represented in

priority maps [41]. The importance of recurrent feedback connec-

tions is illustrated by the phenomenon of object substitution

masking [88]. Target detection is strongly impaired when targets

are immediately replaced by another visual stimulus and therefore

can no longer be addressed by recurrent feedback signals. The

existence of fast recurrent pathways from category-selective areas

to the visual cortex [85] can also explain why category-guided object

selection is often remarkably rapid [89].

If high-level control regions (such as the prefrontal cortex)

represent task-relevant information in a position-invariant fashion,

how can recurrent signals originating from these regions produce

spatially selective enhancements of position-dependent object

representations in the visual cortex? The existence of parallel and

reciprocal feedforward and feedback visual pathways [35,84,85]

offers a possible solution to this problem. If only those pathways

that were active during the feedforward transmission of task-

relevant information to higher areas mediate the flow of recurrent

signals to lower areas, information about candidate target objects at

particular locations in the visual field can be effectively routed back

to spatially corresponding regions of the visual cortex [18].
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attention during visual search when the location of target
objects is not known in advance [39].

How does information accumulated during the parallel
guidance phase control the subsequent spatial selection of
target objects? The biased competition model of visual at-
tention [5] assumes that feature-selective attentional biases
generated at particular levels of the visual processing hier-
archy during the guidance phase trigger competitive advan-
tages for possible target objects and that these are then
propagated in a spatially selective fashion to lower and
higher levels. Other models [18,40] postulate dedicated
‘source’ areas of attentional control where task-relevant
locations are represented, ‘sites’ of spatially selective pro-
cessing in visual areas, and recurrent pathways (Box 2) from
source to site regions. In these models, the allocation of
spatial attention is controlled by priority maps [40,41] in the
posterior parietal cortex [42], the frontal eye fields (FEFs)
[43], or the thalamus [18]. Priority maps send recurrent top-
down control signals to the visual cortex, where they elicit
spatially specific enhancements of visual responses to pos-
sible target objects. The observation that electrical stimula-
tion of the FEFs triggers activity in spatially corresponding
regions of visual area V4 [44] suggests that these two areas
are indeed causally linked. An important and controversial
Box 3. Serial and parallel object selection in visual search

The transition from spatially global guidance to spatially focal

selection could coincide with the transition from parallel to serial

attentional processing in visual search. In line with this assumption,

several models of visual search claim that candidate target objects

are selected in a strictly serial fashion. According to Feature

Integration Theory [22,71], spatial attention is allocated serially to

one object at a time, such that the attentional selection of a new

object is always preceded by deallocation of attention from its

previous location. In Guided Search [24], guidance and object

identification are modelled as parallel processes, but object

selection is described as a serial attentional bottleneck. In contrast

to such serial-selection accounts, other models of visual attention

assume that object selection can operate in parallel at multiple

locations in the visual field [5,18]. Along similar lines, the ability to

track multiple moving objects has been explained by assuming that

spatial attention can be allocated independently and in parallel to

different objects in the visual field [90], which has been supported

by ERP studies of multiple object tracking [91,92].

Although serial and parallel selection scenarios are often regarded

as mutually exclusive accounts of visual search, it is possible that

these two types of attentional selection are employed in different

task contexts. This is illustrated by two ERP studies [93,94] that used

the N2pc component to distinguish serial and parallel selection

mechanisms in visual search (see Figure 4 in main text). Woodman

and Luck [93] obtained evidence that targets are selected in a serial

fashion when observers search for difficult-to-discriminate target

objects in crowded visual search displays. By contrast, Eimer and

Grubert [94] found that multiple targets are selected in a parallel and

independent fashion when the target identification task (letter/digit

discrimination) is highly practiced and search displays contain few

competing distractor items. The fact that these two N2pc studies

draw opposite conclusions about the serial versus parallel nature of

visual search suggests a more ecumenical view of attentional object

selection. Parallel and serial selection could both be available

options in visual search, with the choice between these selection

strategies determined by the nature of a particular search task.

Serial selection may be the preferred option when a task imposes

high demands on object selection and identification mechanisms,

whereas a parallel strategy is chosen under conditions where

selection and identification requirements are less challenging.
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Figure 4. Electrophysiological evidence for serial and parallel object selection in visual search. (A) Top: Woodman and Luck [93] instructed participants to search for targets

defined by a particular colour (e.g., red) and shape (gap at the top). Each search array contained two target-colour objects. One of these possible targets appeared on the

vertical meridian and the other on the horizontal meridian, either near or far from fixation. Because the N2pc is a contralateral event-related potential (ERP) component, it is

not triggered by possible targets on the vertical midline and therefore provides a pure measure of the attentional selection of the other (horizontal) target. Bottom: The N2pc

measured at lateral posterior electrodes to near possible targets on the horizontal midline emerged 200 ms after stimulus onset and preceded the N2pc to far possible

targets by 150 ms. There was no temporal overlap between these two N2pc components, indicating that spatial attention was allocated serially to first the near and then the

far target-colour object. Reproduced, with permission, from [93]. (B) Top: In the Eimer and Grubert study [94], two search displays that contained a colour-defined (red)

target and a distractor on opposite sides were presented in rapid succession with a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 100 ms or 10 ms. One display contained a horizontal

target and the other a target on the vertical midline. Bottom: ERPs at lateral posterior electrodes contralateral and ipsilateral to the horizontal target and N2pc difference

waveforms obtained by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral ERPs. When the SOA between the two targets was 100 ms, the N2pc to a horizontal target in the second

array (H2) emerged 100 ms after the N2pc to a horizontal target in the first array (H1). When the SOA was reduced to 10 ms, these two N2pc components were triggered

within 10 ms of each other and overlapped in time. These results show that two target objects can be selected in parallel, with each selection process following its own

independent time course. Reproduced, with permission, from [94].
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question is whether recurrent signals from priority maps to
visual areas always address one particular location at a time
or whether multiple locations can be addressed simulta-
neously. Does object selection in visual search operate seri-
ally or in a parallel fashion (Box 3)?

The spatial selection of candidate target objects is
reflected by enhanced neural responses in the ventral
visual cortex that start around 150–200 ms post-stimulus
[7,45]. In ERP studies of visual search, target selection is
marked by the emergence of the N2pc component at around
180 ms after search display onset. The N2pc is an en-
hanced negativity at posterior electrodes contralateral to
candidate target objects in visual search displays [46,47].
This component is generated during the spatially selective
enhancement of target processing in the ventral visual
cortex [39], which is controlled by recurrent signals from
higher-level attentional control areas such as the FEFs
[48]. Because it tracks the operation of selective attention
on a millisecond-by-millisecond basis, the N2pc can pro-
vide unique insights into the time course of attentional
object selection in visual search (Box 3 and Figure 4).

Identification
The emergence of spatially specific modulations of target
processing in the visual cortex does not imply that selected
objects are instantly recognised. When spatial attention is
employed to track multiple moving objects, access to the
features and identity of these objects is remarkably poor
531
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[49], indicating that selection and identification are inde-
pendent processes [50]. Many models of visual attention
distinguish between a selection stage where task-relevant
objects are individuated in a spatially specific fashion and a
subsequent identification stage where the features of these
objects are integrated and object identity becomes acces-
sible to awareness and action control [24,51,52]. The
independence of selection and identification is underlined
by their sensitivity to different factors. Selection efficiency
is determined by the similarity between targets and
600 ms
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competing distractors [4]. By contrast, the efficiency of
identification depends on the complexity of target objects
[36,51]. Performance impairments observed in tasks
where spatial selection demands are minimal and several
target objects are presented simultaneously or in rapid
succession [53–55] also indicate capacity limitations at an
identification stage that follows object selection.

Selection and identification are associated with distinct
ERP markers in visual search (Figure 5). The N2pc com-
ponent reflects target selection, and a later sustained
Discrimina�on task
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posterior contralateral negativity is elicited during the
subsequent object identification stage [56,57]. This sus-
tained negativity is equivalent to the contralateral delay
activity (CDA) component observed during the delay peri-
od of working memory tasks [58] and its presence during
the identification of target objects in visual search demon-
strates the involvement of visual working memory [18,59].
Working memory is required for object identification be-
cause spatially specific enhancements of target processing
that emerge during the preceding selection stage remain
transient unless they are sustained by recurrent input
from higher-order control areas to the visual cortex [18].
Such sustained feedback loops could represent the neural
basis of working memory maintenance [60]. They may be
critical for integrating features into object files [61] and for
matching perceptual representations of selected objects
with stored representations of search targets during the
identification stage. Visual areas such as the superior
intraparietal sulcus and lateral occipital complex that
are sensitive to the number of memorised objects and their
complexity [62,63] are likely to be involved in the mainte-
nance of possible target objects in visual search.

Concluding remarks
Our ability to find task-relevant objects in visual scenes
depends on attentional processes that unfold in real time. In
this review, preparation, guidance, selection, and identifi-
cation are described as temporally and functionally distinct
stages of visual search. This four-stage model can be useful
to interpret psychological and neuroscientific findings with-
in a general processing framework of visual search and to
clarify the roles of working memory and recurrent feedback
mechanisms at different stages of the search process.

This model can provide only a basic outline of the
attentional control processes that are active during visual
search in complex real-world scenes and needs to be
qualified in several important respects. Although
Figure 2 may suggest that the four stages are organised
in a strictly sequential fashion, it is possible that at least
some of these stages overlap in time (Box 4). For example,
Box 4. Outstanding questions

� How do goal-selective modulations of neural activity during the

preparation stage affect attentional processes at subsequent

stages of visual search? Do preparatory baseline shifts play a

causal role for the selection and identification of search targets?

� How are spatially global feature-based attention effects that

emerge during the guidance stage of visual search set up and

controlled?

� Are both serial and parallel selection strategies available for the

control of visual search? Which factors determine whether the

spatial selection of candidate target objects operates in a serial or

parallel fashion?

� Do preparation, guidance, selection, and identification operate in

a sequential fashion during visual search or can some of these

stages be activated in parallel?

� Can other processing bottlenecks identified in the attention

literature be linked to the current four-stage model of selective

attention? For example, are dual-task interference effects in

psychological refractory period (PRP) experiments, which have

been attributed to capacity limitations at a central response

selection stage [95], generated during the object identification

stage described here?
the identification of selected objects may be a relatively
slow process that could operate in parallel with the atten-
tional selection of other candidate target objects [24].
Identification involves the comparison of visual object
representations with representations of current search
goals (Box 1), which implies that attentional templates
in working memory that are set up during the preparation
stage remain active throughout the search process. Fur-
thermore, when targets are not detected on the basis of a
single guidance/selection/identification cycle, search will
become iterative, with each new iteration of this cycle
initiated by a mismatch between selected object represen-
tations and current search goals at the identification
stage. Search is likely to be based on complex interactions
between serial and parallel mechanisms and the simple
serial architecture illustrated in Figure 2 is not intended
to be a fully realistic representation of these mechanisms.
However, because visual search unfolds in real time, and
because each of the stages described here depends on the
output of operations that occur at preceding stages, the
attentional control processes that contribute to successful
search performance retain important serial characteris-
tics, which were highlighted in this review.

Another important aspect of visual search that was not
discussed here concerns the role of eye movements. Spatial
attention and saccade programming are known to be close-
ly linked [41,64]. Selection does not only control the access
of task-relevant objects to working memory, but also pro-
vides spatial coordinates for upcoming eye movements.
Research on saccades and microsaccades [65–67] has pro-
vided important insights into the control of selective at-
tention during search in real-world visual scenes. For
example, semantic and spatial expectations linked to par-
ticular scene contexts strongly constrain which parts of a
scene will be visually examined [65,68], which demon-
strates that high-level world knowledge plays an impor-
tant role in attentional guidance and selection. The
implicit acquisition of contextual information can guide
spatial attention even in simple search displays [69]. Such
observations show that visual search does not always
operate in the complete absence of prior information about
likely target locations and raise important questions for
the control of attentional guidance and selection processes.
Instead of operating in a spatially unconstrained global
fashion across the entire visual field, these processes may
sometimes be confined to spatially restricted attentional
windows [34] that are linked to context-dependent expec-
tations about target locations. If this is the case, the
concept of preparatory attentional templates may have
to be extended to include representations not only of target
features or objects, but also of scene contexts and likely
target positions.

Visual search performance varies greatly across task
contexts [70]. It is unlikely that such differences can all be
attributed to one particular stage (such as serial selection
[71]). In this review, search is described as a process that
unfolds in real time and involves successive attentional
mechanisms at multiple stages of processing. The efficien-
cy of visual search for known targets at uncertain locations
is determined by the complex interplay of all of these
mechanisms.
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